Introduction
LET A denote the 2-adic group ring Z 2 TT, where -n is a 2-group, endowed with the "orientable" involution f = g~1. In this paper we explicitly calculate the Witt group W(A) of Hermitian forms over A with respect to this involution. The difficult part of the calculation is the quotient W(A)/W™(A), where W°(A) denotes the subgroup of even Hermitian forms. To obtain W(A), one must observe that W v (A)ssZ/2 and is a direct summand of W(A). This was pointed out by W. Pardon.
The calculation is a generalization of the method of characteristic elements, which one uses to compute W(Z)/W™(Z)ssZ/8. (See [4] .) There one associates to every non-singular bilinear form over Z a characteristic element x in the underlying free Z-module and observes that {x, x) is an invariant of the isomorphism class of the form if reduced mod 8. Moreover, this invariant vanishes on even forms, hence the above isomorphism. In the case of A = Z 2 ir, we find that we must associate a collection of characteristic elements Xu • • • > Xk> m tne underlying free A-module, one for each conjugacy class of involutions in n. Furthermore, the elements (xi, xj) are a U invariants in suitable quotient groups of A, and most of the work in this paper is the evaluation of the quotient groups. These invariants detect all but a small subgroup of W(A)/W°(A), i.e., the subgroup of Hermitian forms for which all these invariants vanish is isomorphic to TT^, ® ZJ2, where TI^, is the commutator quotient
TT/[TT, IT].
Besides being of algebraic interest, this group is of topological interest for two reasons. First, the composite W(A) -+ W(G 2 TT) -> U-^dr) -> Lr«(7r) (see [1] for definitions) is a surjection from W(A) to the kernel of the forgetful map L\-\TT) -*• Li(ir) which neglects quadratic structure. Thus the image of W(A) is the collection of surgery obstructions which are zero as "symmetric" obstructions. , the 0-dimensional "algebraic cobordism group", as in [5] or [6] . One has the double skew-suspension map L"(Z 2 7r)-*L" +4 (Z 2 7r), ' Supported in part by NSF Grant MCS-77-01623.
and it seems likely that W(2 2 ir) should play an important role in where r = #{XeII | X* = e, X* e) and II^ = II/[II, II], the commutator quotient of II.
The paper is organized as follows- § I discusses generalities about 2-adic group rings. § II defines the "off-diagonal" invariants, obtained by evaluating distinct characteristic elements on each other, and computes the target groups for these invariants. § in defines the "diagonal" invariants, obtained by evaluating characteristic elements on themselves, and computes the target groups for them. § IV evaluates the image of W(A) in the sum of the diagonal and off-diagonal target groups. §V proves that W(A)/W 1> (A) is isomorphic to this, and concludes with the structure theorem V. 7 for W(A).
Finally, we remark that the methods in this paper extend readily to the non-orientable case; that we have not included that extension in the interest of brevity. I would like to thank W. Pardon for pointing out the structure of W™(A) to me.
I. Pretfmlnaries
Let A be a ring with involution -. Given a free left A-module H, define H* = Hom A (H,A) H* is given a left A-module structure by (A • </>)(h) = <f>(h)k, <f>eH*, heH, AGA.
DEFINITION 1. A Hermitian space over A is a pair (H, /3), where
(i) H is a free A-module (ii) 0: HxH-> A is a pairing satisfying (a) |3Uy) = )3(y,x),x,yeH (b) ^(A 1 x 1 + A^, y) = A 1^( x 1 , y) + A 2 0(x 2 , y) (c) ad(p): H-*H* is an isomorphism, where (ad(0)(y))(x) = y). DEFINITION 2. We say a Hermitian space (H, 0) is split if there is a direct summand Kgff, with *T = K X (K ± = {heH\ /3(h, fc) = 0 VkeK}). We call such a K a kernel of (H, /3).
Orthogonal direct sums of Hermitian spaces, (Hi, 0i) 1 (H 2 , 0J, may be formed in the evident way, so we obtain the commutative monoid of isomorphism classes of Hermitian spaces over A, M(A, -). The split spaces form a submonoid. DEFINITION 3. We define W(A, -), the Witt group of A, with respect to the involution -, to be the quotient of M(A, -) by the submonoid of split spaces. When no confusion can arise, we simply write W(A). We say an element in A is even if it is of the form p + jL, for some (ieA. We say a Hermitian space (H, /3) is even if 0(x, x) is even for all xeH. We let W ev (A, -) be the subgroup of W(A, -) generated by even Hermitian spaces. Proof. Clear, since 0(Ax, Ax) = A0(x, x)A and ,x 2 ) in /(A).
We now specialize to the case where A is the 2-adic group ring i. 2 ir, where IT is a 2-group, and the involution is given by I <*,g= Z a t g-\ Proof. See, e.g., [3] .
Notation. Given a ring R and a set X, let JR(X) denote the free J?-module on X. If X is a 7r-set, where TT is a group, then R(X) becomes an Kir-module in the evident way.
Given a finite group ir, let X(TT) denote the set of involutions of IT, i.e., X(TT) becomes a Tr-set under the conjugation action by TT. If we let C(TT) denote the set of conjugacy classes of involutions in TT, we have an isomorphism of Tr-sets
where X a is the collection of all elements in a. Note that each X» is a transitive Tr-set.
LEMMA 9. I(A)SZ/2(X(-TT))S © ZJ2{X a ), as A-modules.
amCi-rr)
Proof. The second equivalence follows from (•) above. That the first is true as an isomorphism of abelian groups is clear, since I(A) will be thê 2-vector space on the fixed points of the "inverse" map from v to itself, g-»g~\ which are just the involutions of TT. Moreover, if we calculate the action of a given basis element g in A, we find that gxg = gxg" 1 for x e A, which gives the isomorphism as A-modules.
Let j: A -* /(A) denote the projection, and let i a (x) denote the component of i(x) in Zy2(XJ. Thus i(x)= © i a (x).
a
We now have /(A) split as a direct sum of cyclic modules, one for each conjugacy class of involutions in TT. Given a e C(-n-), if we select a particular T a in X,,, we obtain a surjection by g~*gT a g~1. Let J a denote the left ideal which is the kernel of this map.
LEMMA 10. J a is generated as a left ideal by 2 
. Inductively, we may show that (H, 0) s» A 1 (ff, 00, where A = (u^) 1 • • • _L (u k >, and 0(x', xO e / for all xeH 1 . Pick x e W. By the non-singularity of /3', 3y e ff sach that fi'(x, y) = 1. x and y generate a summand L, and the matrix of the form restricted to this summand with respect to the basis {x,y} is ("• *Y with a u a 2 eJ. Thus,
. Thus, it suffices to prove that L(a u a^ is equivalent to a space of type (u t ) _L • • • 1 <u,), Va o a 2 e J, where L(ai, a 2 ) has basis {xi,x 2 }, p(x t ,x i ) = a i , ^(x 1) x 2 )=l. We'U prove that <l)ll(a,,o 2 )a! <1> 1 (u 2 ) 1 <u 3 ) for appropriate choices of u,, j = 1, 2, 3, Uj a unit in A. niusL(a 1) a I )aH)l(l>lL(o 1) a 2 )a(-l>l(u 1 )l(« 2 )l(H 3 ).
Let z be a basis for the summand (1) in H = (l}lL(a 1) a 2 ). Then z + Xi) = l + aj and ^(z-x 2 , z-x 2 )= l + a 2 are units, and ,,z-x 2 )= 1-1 = 0, so Ha<l + a 1 >l<l + a 2 )l(M x^| M x xM x ), where M is generated by z + x x and z -x 2 . Since M x is one-dimensional, we are done.
D. Off-diagonal invariants
As in Section I, we choose elements T a e X, obtaining surjections given by e^a-, and let e denote the conjugacy class of the identity. since Moreover, the set {g {e , ai , a3 >} forms a basis for im ( © e aa .°o-aa .) they are linearly independent-note that each has only one non-zero coordinate not involving e, namely e ai>a2 , and that they are all distinct. Consequently, the image of © £ a , a O(J a, a f is isomorphic to a<a'
a<a'
We denote by J aa . the kernel of the augmentation £","•: F aa .-*272, and remark that the augmentation filtration on A gives us a filtration on where /"' denotes the sth power of the augmentation ideal J. As before, I^. = 0 for s sufficiently large. Proof. We will show that for any jcer^j,. (ss*l) there is a Hermitian space (H, p) so that a aa ((H, /3)) = x (modI**?'), and so that a ftP^( H, fi)) = 0 if p < p', j3^a,or |3Va'. By an obvious argument, this gives the lemma. Let T a and T a . be the chosen fixed elements in the conjugacy classes a and a', so T a (l)= T a and T a (l)= T a .. Then consider the Hermitian space whose matrix is Ae/". <p p is zero unless p = a or a', hence ^ = 0 unless p = a or a'.
We compute choices for the remaining characteristic elements, say Proof. Let Xa be a-characteristic for (H, 0). We may assume that B(x a , Xa) is a unit for all a. If not, we may add a copy of the split space (-T a ) 1 (T a ) to (H, B) and consider the a-characteristic element (l,Xa) = Xa in <T a ) 1 (H, p). /3(£,, ^J = T a + 0(* a , ^a), which is a unit if Xa is not.
Furthermore, if (T a ) ± (H, B)
is equivalent to a space of the desired form, then so is <-T a > 1 (T a ) 1 (H, ^), so we may assume B(x a , Xa)
to be a unit without loss of generality.
We are assuming that a aa (.(H, /3)) = 0 for all a^a'. Consequently, Therefore, we find that there are elements h a -e J a , j a -e J a . for all a' = a, a'eC(-n-), so that Define a homomorphism /: H-*• A by splitting H as K©L, where X is the direct summand generated by x^, aVa, L is any complementary summand, and defining / by f(x a ') = ~h a -Va'^a, and /|L = 0. Thus f(h)eJ a VheH, since h a eJ a Va'. By the non-singularity of the form, there exists an element heHso that
B(x,h) = f(x)
VxeH.
Again by the non-singularity of the form, we may conclude that heJ a -H, since B{x,h)eJ a VxeH. Consequently, Xa + h is another legitimate o-characteristic element, and Hence, in the exact sequence above, 2A lies in ZJ2{Z a ). We conclude that L is a direct summand of A/Kj,, and we may rewrite our exact sequence as We continue the analysis of A a . Let 1^ denote the subgroup of A generated by all elements of the form y^x/^ where x e A, j a e J a . Let C a (ir) denote the set of N a -conjugacy classes of involutions in IT, i.e., the set of orbits of X(-n-) under the action of N a by conjugation. Note that each N a -conjugacy class is contained in a unique double coset N a • x • N a . LEMMA 
There is an exact sequence Moreover, the extension is given by 2 • x = (x), where x e C a (TT) and (x) denotes the double coset in 2/2(Y a ) containing X.
Proof. Note first that j a + j'J = j a XJ a + j' a XJ' a + j a XJ' a + j' a XJ a where K e K a , so to calculate the image of L* in klK^, it suffices to consider the subgroup generated by j a xj a , where /" runs over a set of generators for /" as an abelian group. By Lemma 1.10, such a set of generators is given by elements_of thejorm 2g and g(l -s), where s e N a . = 2T, and we find that T=sTs~\ hence the result. The assertion about the extension follows from Lemma 3.
Note that if x = A + £ then
We now consider a new homomorphism y. from A to 2 ir'(i(x))> X € A, since i(xT a x) e Z/2(x a ). Therefore, we have shown that the composite iT'°fi is surjective, and it only remains to show that any element in ker (e t ) is in the image of ft. But ZJ2{X a ) inherits the augmentation nitration from
, since if xeA* 0 , then xT a x e A Ail) . Consequently, given an element xe Z/2(X a Y'\ we may find an element x in A"'' so that ^i(x)» x (modZ/2(X a ) (2j) ). Since fl Zy2(X o ) < " = 0, the lemma is proved.
Observe that there is a map (L which makes the following diagram commute:
(The right-hand vertical arrow is the evident projection.) For, \i factors through A®Z/2, since 2/2(C a (-7r)) is a Z/2-vector space, and by Lemma 4, 
2lC(ir))-+Z/2(G.(ir)).
Noting as before that for x e Z/2(C a (7r)) ( and standard arguments show that the extension is entirely determined by the choice of y, which amounts to a homomorphism namely, where /I" 1 is the inverse to /I restricted to Z72(C a (7r)) (1) . The composite may be expressed as T «''/-iUr 1 -Here the sum is finite since v is a 2-group, hence is solvable. To check that the formula above is actually correct for fi~l°^t, we need only check that But,
What we have shown is + K a ) . The map
is the identity on .X^/N,, and projection on X a . Using the presentation for ker (£) provided by Proposition 6, we obtain the following description of A.. Applying v to this, we obtain where A is even. But by definition, e,, = A, so e n is even. Now
The latter term is in R, so we have equality in D a .
In order to determine p, we perform the following calculation. 
V. The kernel of © ¥"
In this section, we characterize the set of Hermitian spaces (H, 0) for which the invariants of the previous section vanish. We will show that such a space is equivalent to a space in which the maps <p a : H-*• Z/liX,,) are all zero except for <p e . We must first produce a convenient generating set for K,,. form, and if i a (x,) = 0, ; r x 1 = 0 in X.,/2. We must therefore show that jgT a g~lj is equivalent to /" +j a for some j a e J a , but clearly /gi^g"^ = -(jg + g" 1 /) in K.,/2, which is of the required form. We thus assume from now on that x is of the form X h + /i» U e J aNext we show that 4xet for any xeA. This is clear if i a (x) = 0, for then 4x = 2 • x • 2 which is a generator of 2. Now let x be an arbitrary generator for A. Then 4x = 2x + 2x = -4xT a x, so if i a (x)eZy2(A a ) <1) , iteration of this step will eventually show that 4x = 4x', i a (x') = 0. Finally, 2 + 2 + 4T a is a generator for 2, so 4T a = -4, which shows 4x = 0 in KJX. Also, 2(x + x) = 2x + 2x = -4xT a x = 0, so 2(x + x) = 0 in KJZ. Now we suppose we have x = £ /, + /, with i a (xT a x) = 0. Since 2(x + x) = 0 in we may suppose that x = £(l-S|)gj" 1 where jeJ a is the element ftT o .gr l -g,T o .gr l sr 1 -Since i a (x) = 0, we are free to change the signs of some of the summands (1 -s,)g,T o gi" 1 (l-si" 1 ) and make the terms conjugate to T a . cancel, completing the proof of the corollary. The proof will be by induction, and the inductive step will be (A) Suppose (H,P) is equivalent to (H\ 00 where i ai 0'U x)) = 0 VieJf, s<k, and * ai ,(H,p) = 0. Then (H,|3) is equivalent to (H", 0"), where i^iP'Xx, x)) = 0 Vx € H", s <k +1. This will imply the lemma, since we assume ^((H, 0)) = 0 Vk. We now prove the inductive step. Suppose we are given (H\ 00 with L^O'fo *)) = 0 VxeW, s<k. If we form the space <-T ai >±<T Ol >±(H',/3'), equivalent to (H', 00. it will also satisfy the inductive hypothesis. Let be a k -characteristic, and consider the element (l, be denoted by si. si was completely described by Lemmas II.4 and II.5 together with Propositions HI.7 and FV.6. /. As remarked in the introduction W*° (A) a 272, and it is seen to be a direct summand, since it is in
